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Notes on Relations
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On my second day in New York City, a random roommate hooked me up with
chris bike <homelessbikes@msn.com> from New Jersey. It was the end of January

1

and on my daily rides to the City I can

to make space for people with higher incomes and with prosperity comes glossy new
coffee shops and cocktail bars while Bargain Hunters and fried chicken places vanish.
The earth keeps on moving around her own axis, For Sale
on the way come and go, I move my body from east to west and the City moves on into
a different status quo. The destination of my daily commute is often the Hunter College
Studio Building in TriBeCa2
news broadcasted from a German radio station. Every Monday night I take a different
route home and join the Mechanical Gardens Bicycle Co-op3 for their Open Hours in the

which volunteers and visitors practice sharing knowledge. From and with others I learn

1 “Ocean Hill, Brooklyn”, Wikipedia
2 “MFA Building Map”, Hunter College
Mechanical Gardens Bike Co-op

Cassette 1x

As an artist, I am concerned with the conditions and dynamics of art production.

comes with producing potential commodities. I live in the suburbs of a city named Art
Market
vegetables that create, make, invent, question, propose, negotiate and the other with

8

Fig. 1. Kristina Schmidt. Head in the Clouds. 2020.
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participate, to win, to take the harvest home with me and reinvest in seeds, tools, french
fries. I am sitting on a swing chair on the porch of my cabin in the garden, I wear a straw
hat and drink homemade lemonade. Behind the cabin, the sun is setting above the

my painting “Head in the Clouds” (Fig. 1), where I do a handstand on a cloud in front of

to paint the squares and the waves and
I wonder where the word “pebble” in

rock fragment with a rounded and smooth
surface, generated by mechanical abrasion
and formed by the movement of water. In

own shoulder and she touches her breast,
so maybe she is meant to be a pebble. Are

Fig. 2. René Magritte. Le Galet. 1948.

her hands doing their part for her to be worn out and is her tongue licking her round and
soft? When visiting the Royal Museum in Brussels a couple of years ago, I found myself
intrigued and attracted by the kinky and by far not prototypical representation of a
woman painted by the male painter Magritte. The licking seems to empower the woman,
like, by using her tongue on her own body, she is keeping the agenda in her hands.

10

Back in my studio, I started to paint it on one of the canvases I had newly stretched and
primed. “I love subversive humour, freckles, knees, the long hair of women, the dreams
of young children at liberty, a young girl running in the street.”4

fascination for the painting and my disdain for the annoying male gaze on the female
body and this romanticization. While I paint, I listen to an artist lecture on YouTube.
I searched for “Andrea Fraser” as I thought an empowering female voice would give
me answers. A digital rabbit hole leads me to a conversation between Sarah Thornton,
Andrea Fraser, Massimiliano Gioni and Laurie Simmons5

33

Artists in 3 Acts6, which is a compilation of Interviews with artists around the question
of what an artist is. Without having read the book, I understand that instead of looking

the artwork through the layer of biography. She points out that the fact that the role (of
the artist) is highly customizable is part of her fascination and that her readers are much
more interested in the person of the artist than in inanimate objects created by those

celebrity, fame, and recognition. Fraser refers to Pierre Bourdieu, a French thinker well
known for his contributions to the sociology of aesthetics. According to Fraser, Bourdieu

the recognition of those whom they recognize. Recognition comes from experts, peers,
5 “33 Artists in 3 Acts”, YouTube
6 Thornton, 33 Artists in 3 Acts
YouTube, at minute 45
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Fig. 3. Vincent van Gogh. The Starry Night. 1889.

and authorities, while fame and celebrity are produced by a larger public. Furthermore,
Fraser states that Bourdieu sometimes describes the art world as a tiny mutual
admiration society.8

A sponsored Instagram page offers me the opportunity to join a free webinar
with Magnus Resch. As he describes himself9

which works like Shazam10 for art. Leonardo DiCaprio is an investor and advisor to the

8 “33 Artists in 3 Acts”, YouTube, at minute 48
9 Resch, “About Magnus Resch”
10 “Shazam is an application owned and developed by Apple Inc, available for Android, macOS, iOS,
watchOS, tvOS, and Windows. The application can identify music, movies, advertising, and television
Wikipedia)
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which is taught in the MBA class every year since 2018.” I sign up for the free class and

the program, read as contemporary neoliberal poems.
Hi, my name is Magnus Resch. I am a professor in art management. In this
course, you will learn how to become a successful artist. Want to understand how
Also Finding First Class Gallery Representation! How To Sell 3 More Artworks
Gallery Representation Without Ever Reaching Out To A Gallerist AGAIN. How To
11

Fig. 4. Henri Matisse, The Red Studio. 1911.

If you want to design a selling product, you have to survey for the desires of

to the customer. Some of the artworks I emblematize in my paintings are well known,

13

Fig. 5. Kristina Schmidt. Brazil. 2020.

14

work by Matisse is one of the most popular paintings in the collection of the MoMA. In
a recent painting class at Hunter this painting was discussed with desire and devotion.

and how he turned this content into something almost abstract by equalizing all the

In her painting “Cézanne, Courbet, Manet, van
Gogh, ich” (Fig. 6), she paints the names of four
male painters and, underneath the word “Ich”
(German for “I”). All the words are surrounded
and permeated by red ornamental shapes. Jutta
Koether creates a relationship between these
iconic artists only by mentioning their names. By
painting “Ich” as the last word, she gives notion to

work and also humorously draws attention to the
Fig. 6. Jutta Koether. Cézanne, Courbet,
Manet, van Gogh, Ich. 1990.

genius creator. As an artist, but especially as a
painter, I feel stressed between on the one hand

of committing to a profession operating in close relationship with the art market, which

15
is nearly unregulated and controlled by a long list of institutions and individuals such
as curators, gallerists, art consultants, museum directors, collectors, board members,

“Brazil” (Fig. 5) I paint myself holding a screw and a screwdriver, with a parrot sitting
on my left shoulder. I thought about renegade air conditioning specialist and suspected

the painting, behind the cube, shows a pattern of cubes in perspective, all painted in red
and pink.
In 2018, I arrived in New York City, feeling
broke, broken, and hysterical but bold. I made

myself in an interior space. The impulse for the

me, to propose a visual situation, and observe
how it would feel to see myself in it, like making

an almost cartoonish nature, the emblematized

12

12 Marlowe, “Rembrandt”

Rembrandt and his studies

16

, the

13

artists began to understand themselves not primarily as craftsmen but as universal
thinkers. The individual came into focus, the subject, as an autonomous entity,

(Fig. 8). Painting oneself is a particular gesture. When I paint myself, I speak with

Renaissance were bearing witness to their rising

church. Dürer does this by painting himself in the

with meaning and expression and emphasizes
his consciousness by adding a Latin inscription,
roughly translating to “Thus I, Albrecht Dürer
from Nürnberg, created myself in characteristic
colors at the age of 28.”14 I want my paintings to
talk about relations that permeate reality; about
Fig. 8. Albrecht Dürer. Selbstbildnis im
Pelzrock. 1500.

things that come from different times to become
part of the perception of ourselves and the world

13 As an example, Gentile de Fabriano
14 “Selbstbildnis im Pelzrock”, Die Pinakotheken

around us, as well as impacting our thoughts of potential future scenarios. In “Brazil”, I

shapes lining up towards a vanishing point, reminiscent of attempts of Renaissance

carried by a module that represents an iconic painting, like a traveler through time and
space.
When you cross Williamsburg Bridge towards Manhattan you will have an
amazing view onto the City. The bridge was built in 1903. At the time it was the longest

user Troy E. from San Francisco in a 2014 review on TripAdvisor.15 On another page
with tips for tourists in New York City, I read that the Paris Eiffel Tower inspired the
construction.16 I usually cross the bridge by bike and my favorite time is the blue hour. I

light. The City unfolds as a peaceful picture, intimate and happening for me, and while
I close the gap between Brooklyn and Manhattan on my vehicle, I feel empowered and

bridge to the Lower East Side, I noticed a bunch of moving entities, making their way up

boxes. I yelled “What is that? Toxic Waste?” to my companion. “Stupid!”, I was told.
“These people are Amazon deliverers on their way to thousands of homes in Brooklyn!

15 E., “The Best View”
16 Ferri, “5 Tips”
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delivered with Prime. Getting your groceries is easy.” Alongside, there is an image of
fresh fruits and vegetables (Fig. 9), laid out in the shape of a Pickup truck with four wavy
shapes behind it which suggest the velocity of deliverance.

Fig. 9. delivery-2hr-d._TTW_._CR636,111,2223,889_._SR2000,800_._QL100_.png. Whole Foods
Market.

”The way in which paintings are talked about determines the paintings to come,”
states painter Jutta Koether in her 2015 novella f.. “So It follows that everything must
be said that can be said before the next one can be seen.”18 Jutta Koether and Tony
Conrad are two artists who came my way through both their work and their writings, and
even though their preferences seem worlds apart I think they touch the same realm of

not for their owners, but for their owners to display to others.“19 In his 2010 essay “How

Whole Foods Market
18 Koether, f., p. 9.

19

nature, controlling supply and demand, as well as turning the artist into an individual
merely reacting to these mechanisms in order to maintain their position as a player.

their artifacts, in a similar way one would wear a Balenciaga sweat suit to show off.
Artists and viewers within their roles respectively produce something Conrad calls
“excess,” a kind of “patina” or “ethereal substance” exceeding the material conditions
of the artifact20 (in the Balenciaga sweat suit example, this would be the attitude). The
painter Jutta Koether addresses the inability of people “to deal with painting”21 within
the medium of painting and highlights the dysfunctional relationship of high and low

despite the carnage, win a new life.”22 For Koether, painting as a practice of articulating
thoughts is about life and death, everything is at stake, to be negotiated, mythicized23,

the conditions of producing and viewing art through the marketplace. At the same time,

the same, the viewing context shifts, and eventually, the content revealed through

21 Koether, Interview with Mike Kelley, p. 101
22 Koether, f., p.11

20

Fig. 10. Kristina Schmidt. The Liberty Painting. 2020.

21
and consequently, could carry information over time, like a time capsule. In the earlier

When Conrad claims a foundation for artworks “that emblematize(s) the
systematic failures”24, the incongruities between forms of excess in both the making

incongruence makes a break visible. When the painting is painted, it freezes a moment
in time and space, whereas time, space, and life keep on going. The changing world
around the painting creates new settings of relations and allows for a new perception of
both, the artwork and the world. To look at a work from a temporal distance might allow

painting could be seen as a parody of this contemporary approach.

painting “La Liberté guidant le peuple” (Fig. 11) commemorating the revolution that

or Trois Glorieuses (“Three Glorious Days”). The three day riot in the city of Paris
eventually led to the abdication of Charles X, the ascension of Louis Philippe to the
French throne and the establishment of the constitutional July Monarchy. In the painting,
a woman of the people with a Phrygian cap personifying the concept of Liberty leads
a varied group of people forward over a barricade and the bodies of the fallen, holding

24 Conrad, “How Paintings Work”, p. 280
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Fig. 11. Eugène Delacroix. Le 28 Juillet. La Liberté guidant le peuple. 1830.

Republic known as Marianne. The French government bought the painting in 1831
for 3,000 francs with the intention of displaying it in the throne room of the Palais du

through which he had come to power. This plan did not come to fruition and the canvas

was the featured work in an exhibit entitled French Painting 1774-1830: The Age of
Revolution. It was organized by the French government, the Metropolitan Museum of

23
Art in New York and the Detroit Institute of Arts as a Bicentennial gift to the people of

via Bahrain and Calcutta in about 20 hours. The large canvas, measuring 2.99 meters

was transported in the vertical position inside a special pressurized container provided

25

on the painting.

Following the press release published shortly after the incident, the inscription had been

paint.26
My “The Liberty Painting” is painted on an orange background. There are a

as a bike mechanic, taking out the cartridge bottom bracket of my Bridgestone bike,
using a bottom bracket tool and a plier.

Facebook. New York owns Liberty Island, whereas New Jersey owns all the water
surrounding it. I own my dreams. I own the things that I see. I own my voice. I own my

at Blick). I own an iPhone 6S with 16 GB storage (got it from Miles and still owe him
a small work for it). I own 10 TB of external storage. I do not own my partner. I do not
own a studio. I do not own a place to live in. I own German citizenship. I do not own my
26 “Liberty Leading the People”, Wikipedia

24

of coffee. I do not own friends. I own the writings of Ad Reinhardt. I own the pamphlet

cash. I own the view out of my studio window this morning. I own the icy air on my way
here. I own my legs. I own my leggings. I own my socks. I own my sneakers. I own 6
super sour gummy bears. I own 5 super sour gummy bears. I own 4 super sour gummy
bears. I own my tongue. I own my serotonin. I do not own any gummy bears.
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